
TRUONG VAN CHU TOAN  
FRONT END DEVELOPER

With nearly two years of experience in web programming, I am seeking a full-time 

position in web development where I can leverage my hands-on experience to quickly 

adapt and contribute effectively to a dynamic company. I am committed to continuous 

learning and aim to become a proficient full stack Web Developer in the coming years.

OBJECTIVE

SKILLS
Professional skills:- Strong in Angular, AngularJS, Vue, React, Next and with knowledge: Node, Nest, Express, .Net…- Skills in programming languages such as JavaScript, C#(C Sharp) TypeScript and Java.- Proficient in using tools such as Photoshop, Figma, Sourcetre, Jira, Redmine, and Confluence…- Orthers: Socket IO, GraphQL, REST full api, SQL, NoSQL, Git…Soft skills: - Read and understand specialized documents in English.- Teamwork and Independence- Able to quickly learn new technologies

Professional skills:

- Strong in Angular, AngularJS, 

Vue, React, Next and with 

knowledge: Node, Nest, Express, 

.Net…

- Skills in programming 

languages such as JavaScript, 

C#(C Sharp) TypeScript and Java.

- Proficient in using tools such 

as Photoshop, Figma, Sourcetre, 

Jira, Redmine, and Confluence…

- Orthers: Socket IO, GraphQL, 

REST full api, SQL, NoSQL, Git…

Soft skills: 

- Read and understand 

specialized documents in 

English.

- Teamwork and Independence

- Able to quickly learn new 

technologies

Y TE SO GIA AN (A Company under HOA LÂM Group): Front End Developer 

Aug 2022 – May 2024

- Develop & implement projects for CIH International Hospital and Gia An 155 Hospital:

• HRM:  Human resource management. Manage all employee information with 

multiple modules, including personnel, leave, insurance, salary & personal income tax, 

and labor equipment.

• ERP: Enterprise resource planning. Handle Electronic Medical Records, storing 

comprehensive medical data for each patient, including medical history, diagnosis, and 

treatment.

• EMR: Electronic medical record. Handle Electronic Medical Records, storing 

comprehensive medical data for each patient, including medical history, diagnosis, and 

treatment.

Team size: 18 and the main tasks:

+ Work with TypeScript, Angular, Rxjs, TailwindCss , DevExpress, SQL Server…

+ Create an API using ASP.NET in C#(C Sharp), and Document with Swagger for the FE.

+ Collaborate with BA and QC to ensure alignment with business team objectives and 

requirements.

+ Create report templates use "report designer DevExpress“.

+ Participate in project development meets, contribute innovative solutions, and 

address potential risks.

+ Work with the agile scrum methodology.

- Developed outsource projects:

• iSecurity: The system consolidates all security features within an area, integrates 

facial recognition, records, camera management, identification of passenger vehicles 

upon entry and exit, suggests intrusive behavior, object track on maps…

Team size: 10 and the main tasks:

+ Work with AngularJs, Javascript, Fabricjs, Bootstrap…

+ Responsible for maintain, develop new features, and manage source code versions 

of the  company previously.

+ Support and guidance to students during their internship on various projects.

• iOki: Objectives & Key Results. Manage and scor OKR of employees every quarter.

Team size: 20 and the main tasks:

+ Work with TypeScript, Angular, Jquery, Rxjs, Ngrx, Scss, Bootstrap…

+ Ensure precise conversion of Figma designs to web format with pixel-perfect 

accuracy and responsiveness.

• iWater: Main features include management water usage history, payment records, 

employee…

Team size: 8 and the main tasks:

WORK EXPERIENCE

2017 – 2022: 

Ho Chi Minh City University of 

Technology (HUTECH)

GPA: 3.21/4.0

EDUCATION

CONTACT

Truongvanchutoan1999@gm
ail.com

Tp. Ho Chi Minh

23/06/1999

Github.com/chutoan99

Github.com/chutoan99

0972712621

Portfolio-chutoan.vercel.app

Portfolio-chutoan.vercel.app

https://github.com/chutoan99/adminShopee
https://github.com/chutoan99
https://github.com/chutoan99


Portfolio:

portfolio-chutoan.vercel.app

Showcases my projects and 

skills, demonstrates  expertise in 

web development and design. 

Explore my work to see the 

projects, I have completed and 

the range of skills I possess in the 

field of web development.

PERSONAL PROJECT + Work with TypeScript, React, Redux, Material UI….

+ Read and comprehend BA documents to align with project requirements.

STECH VIET NAM: Intern Back End                           

May 2022 - Jul 2022

- Develop web application "Social Network for Blockchain":

Team size: 20 and the main tasks:

+ Work with Nodejs, Typescript, Sequelize, MySql, RESTfull api…

+ Create Api (accord to restful standard) and integrate with Fe.

https://portfolio-chutoan.vercel.app/
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